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became familiar with being in the dark; he actively par-
ticipated in making the room dark; and he left what had
been a pleasant experience with the positive expectancy that
in the future he would be able to cope with any difficulties.
The same procedure was repeated with slight variations until
the child entered the room alone. Whenever the child found
the light for himself, the examiner made some encouraging
comment, such as, "That's fine. You found the light all by
yourself, didn't you?" The same principles were followed
in teaching children to overcome their fear of high places.
The results of this procedure proved very satisfactory.
The children showed an active interest and co-operation and
an evident attempt to utilize the instructions given. When
they had acquired skill in dealing with the dark, they entered
the room without hesitation or objection. Their pleasure
in mastering the difficulties and in being themselves the
cause of darkness and light was evident. A child whose
parents had reported his fear of the dark in the home,
learned to enter the experimental dark room in three trials.
After he had succeeded in finding the light, he later said
with a wide smile, "I know where the light is." When a
desire to overcome the fear and the pleasure in accomplish-
ing a previously difficult feat were absent, the aversion to the
dark room was much more difficult to overcome.
The experience of parents27 also indicated that this
method of helping the child actively to cope with the fear-
stimulus was superior to more negative methods, such as the
avoidance of fear-arousing occurrences, warning, escape from
the situation, reassurance, and explanation. Knowledge
tends to cast out fear. Skills aid in developing children's
emotional balance by minimizing the fear elements in their
lives.
Emotional behavior, like other aspects of development,
appears to be partly constitutional, partly learned. It is the
result of general maturation of all behavior which makes
27 Arthur T. Jersild and Frances B. Holmes, Children's Fears. Child
Development Monograph No. 20. New York: Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1935.

